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Past Projects



The Lytton Story in a Nutshell



Background











Project Overview (Budget)

• In December 2021, the provincial government announced a $1 million 
grant to the Village of Lytton, having virtually no tax base with the 
village mostly destroyed. The grant was to be used to attempt to restart 
the local economy. 

• The Village of Lytton engaged the services of O’Leary and Associates in 
late 2022 to create an Economic Recovery Plan for the region. 



Survey

• Adaptive survey

• Multiple formats 
(online & print)



Communication 
& Engagement

• Project Update 
Newsletters 

• Village of Lytton 
Project Website

• Direct email updates 
following every 
Council meeting 
with Key 
Stakeholders



Communication 
& Engagement

• Project Video:
• Filmed in Lytton

• Leadership
• Overview of 

project

• Call to action for 
Survey View video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-yZJvETz9s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-yZJvETz9s


What kind of data did we collect?



Data Considerations

• Small population size

• Humanizing data 
• requires an approach that is more qualitative than quantitative, and results in more 

inclusivity and transparency

• Gap between data points (numeric value) and the human experience 

• ROI for people’s time of engagement and generating data – practical & meaningful 
outcomes 

• Facilitate meaningful connection with people
• Having relatable experience

• Make sure people feel like their voices matter and are heard 

• Making it clear that we are here to help – not just behind a desk in Victoria 



Data collection and analysis - Examples

Figure 20: Economic Survey Participants Responses to the Question: “If you were under 

insured OR if you did not have insurance, how much MORE money do you need to rebuild?”

Your Business Your Home

Mean $                     910,564.38 $                   332,857.14 

Median $                     257,015.00 $                   300,000.00 

Mode $                 2,000,000.00 $                   500,000.00 

Standard Deviation $                 1,931,090.99 $                   264,289.58 

Total $               14,569,030.00 $                6,990,000.00 



Data collection and analysis - Examples

58.30%

25%

12.50%

4.20%

My business was lost in the fire and YES I plan on
rebuilding it

My business was NOT lost in the fire and YES I plan
on restarting it

My business was lost in the fire and NO I DO NOT
plan on rebuilding it

My business was NOT lost in the fire and I plan on
or have permanently closed it

Figure 23: Economic Survey Participants Responses to the Question: "Do you plan on 

rebuilding or restarting your business in Lytton or surrounding region?"



Data 
collection and 
analysis -
Examples

Figure 24: Word Cloud generated using data from the 
question: “What gaps exist for recovery for business 
owners affected by the wildfire in Lytton and region?”



Data collection and analysis - Examples

Figure 38: Economic Survey Participants Responses to the Question: "What could the Village of 

Lytton do to improve resilience in case of future disaster events?"
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Mandate slower train speeds

Better Communication

Awareness, education and commmunity engagement

Firefighting equipment and training

Sirens and muster stations

Emergency response center/ Better coordination between…

Better Road or Rail Maintenance

Improve water infrastructure

By-laws to reduce fuel loads or increase fire resiliency

Build a Community Emergency Plan



Case Study “take-aways”



Challenge Biases & Assumptions 

• There are shared learnings with many communities that have experienced 
devastating disasters, but no two communities are the same – it is not a 
copy and paste exercise! 

• There were biases held on data beyond ourselves
• various levels of gov’t interested in seeing how data applies to their mandates and 

goals, not necessarily to what the community is voicing (and captured as data) as 
the true need. 

• Delays, delays and even more delays! 
• The residents were fed-up, stressed out and angry by the time we arrived

• Trust
• Consultants parachuting in and out and only there for a pay cheque 



Challenges

• Constant change & timing 
• Leadership changes – Election & new Council & CAO transitions 
• New challenges and obstacles uncovered weekly

• Multiple stakeholders operating independently
• varying interests, communication channels – causing confusion and frustration 

for people

• Capacity to implement a plan/strategy 

• Perception of what comprises an economy
• “Home based businesses don’t count” 
• “Businesses outside Village boundaries don’t count”



Outcomes

• Final Report - Recovery Work 
Plan and Recovery Needs
• Village of Lytton website

• Key Recommendations based 
on community’s needs

• Opportunities to better refine 
future recovery processes

https://lyttonbc.civicweb.net/document/13355/2023-05-03%20Lytton%20Region%20Economic%20Recovery%20Plan%20an.pdf?handle=018E8A5A61FE4624ACBFDE5390ED3C74


Outcomes

How this Data was to Critical to Support Decision Making:

• Using Data to Understand where things were at
• Number of businesses that had insurance?

• Insurance shortfall?

• How many people plan on coming back?

• Biggest obstacles for economic rebuild?

• Using this data to access further support
• The Village can’t deliver on all of the needs

• Organizations want to help, but don’t know how

• Funders (Pacific Economic Development Canada) have funding, but need to identify the “gaps”

• Using the Data for decision making
• There are limited resources ($, capacity, time) and a very large list of needs

• This data can prioritize the biggest impact

• This data can be used to help understand timing and milestones (seasonal economy)

• What are things that can be done now to improve future resilience or help other communities?

• Provincial advocacy work (policy development)



Thank you!

Questions? 
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